AGORA

AG-GRES

LOS ANGELES

Decorative Stone & Natural Surfaces

FINE PORCELAIN TILES

Porcelain

Mono caliber & Rectified
Color Body, Made in Italy

ALMERIA
Almeria is a - natural stone concept - porcelain tile. Meticulous development work done on colors and technical properties
to achieve the Modern Mediterranean interpretation in design, pattern and format. Portraying much like natural stone
characteristics, such as like matching color body and a smooth textured finish, the biggest advantage is the wide choices of
sizes available. 3” x 12”, 12” x 24” , 8” x 48, 24” x 48” or 48” x 48”. With only 3/8” thickness on all sizes available, there
is a huge advantage in terms of practicality of installation as well as creativity of different sizes forming a pattern. Made in
Imola, Italy.

Stocking Colors

ALMERIA Osso

ALMERIA Ecru

ALMERIA Musgo

ALMERIA Lava

Stocking Sizes

Package Details

3” x 12”, 12” x 24”, 8” x 48”, 24” x 48”
Trim Piece- 3” x 24” Surface Bullnose
& 2” x 2” Field Mosaics

12” x 24”
5ea (10SF)/box. 48boxes/pallet. Weight: 5lbs/SF
24” x 48”
2ea (16SF)/box. 27boxes/pallet. Weight: 5lbs/SF

Special Order Sizes
24” x 24” , 48” x 48”

Lead time may vary with special order sizes. Allow 6 to 10 wks.
Minimum qty for order may be required.

* All sizes are quoted nominal as industry standard.
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Characteristics
Applications: Residential , Light & Heavy Commercial, Bath & Shower, Indoor & Outdoor , Wall & Floor
Material Facts: Stain & Fade Resistant, Low maintenance, Eco-Friendly.
Installation: Manufacturer recommends on-set (stacked) pattern like the photo above. If a staggered pattern is preferred, tile should overlap no
more than 20%. Use a high bond, property thin set. Tiles are non-rectified. Allow a min. 1/16” grout joint. Use of leveling piece such as Tuscan
Seamclip™.
Care: When necessary, use non abrasive, neutral detergent diluted with water.

Technical Properties
Type: Color (Full) Body, Mono caliber & Rectified
Variation: V2 - Slight variations
Thickness: 3/8”
Coefficient of Friction: DCOF > 0.42
(SLIP RESISTANCE)

Frost Resistance: Yes
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